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Guest Editor’s Preface

This issue of Physics Essays is dedicated to Dr. Thomas E. Phipps, Jr., one of
the most original and remarkable physicists whom I know. Among
he is singled out as both uncompromising

in advocating

that company,

what he believes to be the

truth, yet insistent that people with whom he disagrees be heard.

This issue of

Physics Essays, which I have the honor of editing, illustrates this fact very clearly.
Tom chose the authors,

well knowing that they disagree with him and with each

other on a number of points.

Yet, as is the general policy of Physics

Essays, he

wanted them to have their say so long as they could be polite about it, and were
..

not demonstrably

and clearly wrong as to facts.

Tom and I had similar backgrounds
‘were

up to a point in that both of our fathers

of Chemisti.y at the University of Illinois, both of us went to the

professors

University of Illinois High School and to Harvard College, Tom following

me by a

couple of years. Jt’e lost touch for a while during and after the war, but renewed
our acquaintance
SLAC)
..

when Tom wrote to \V.l<. H. (Pief)

asking about

a pion lifetime experiment

At that time Tom was interested
tivity.

(then director of

Pief had performed
space-proper

at Berkeley.

time version of rela-

His- views at that time are reflected in two letters to Nature in 1962, and

AFCRL-69-0518
phy).

in Dingle’s

Panofsky

No. 401 (Nov.

Tom correctly

1969) with R. G. Newburgh

realized that this experiment,

provide an experiment

(see Phipps’

if improved

bibliogra-

in accuracy,

crusis between linear time dilation (as exemplified

could

by cosmic

ray mesons and allowed by Dingle) and failure of time dilation (or its demonstration) when the sample of decaying
microscopic
CERN

realization

experiment

mesons comes back to the same point (i.e.

of the “twin paradox”).

a

By then an early version of the

to measure g – 2 for the muon was available.

Although

the

muons do not return to precisely the same point as which they started, the results
‘were sufficient to convince Tom that time dilation is experimentally

demonstrated.

You will find that some authors in this issue still do not see the result as
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definitive because it deals with accelerated
with them on this point.
experiment

However,

showing macroscopic

“clocks”,

but neither Tom nor I agree

he and I concur

that there is no definitive

“Lorentz contraction”

of distance, a point which

recurs in several of the papers in this issue. I stress the readiness with which Tom
W= prepared to abandon
proposed

a cherished and long held view when the experiment

he

went against him, yet unwilling to follow the easy course of accepting

the conventional

(and not directly supported)

to the measurement

extension

of this result about time

of spatial dimensions of moving systems.

One we were in touch again, we remained so, and our professional contacts have
become more and more significant — at least for me — over the years. I was, then,
a pretty conventional
with the paradoxes
particularly
qtiafitum

high energy physicist.
of quantum mechanics

But Tom brought me back into touch
as conventionally

struck by his analysis of the “correspondence”

“interpreted”.

I was

between classical and

physics which allowed him to show that the conventional

“derivations”

throw away half the clegrees of freedom, and that these can be restored in a more
general theory which has both classical and quant urn mechanics as limiting cases.
As Tom remarks [in Fixed Past a?ld Uncertain Future, and exchange of correspondence between Pierre Noyes, John Bell and Thomas
.-

(December,

1973).]

ing parameters,

“I’m pretty absent-minded

I’ll take on any performing

Phipps, Jr., SLAC-PUB-1351

myself, but when it comes to count-

horse (or non-performing

physicist) .“

Torn’s covering theory for quantum and classical mechanics was initially reported
in the Physical Review in 1960, in Dialeciica in 1969, and re-examined
of papers in Foundations

in a sequence

of Pltysics (see Phipps’ bibliography).

I still hope that some day, someone

will pick up this work and see where it

leads. I made use of it in a. very minor way to show that it allowed (in the quantum
limit) a way to interpret the extra (from the point of view of conventional
mechanics)
of scattering

degrees of freedom as the phase of the wave function in an S-Matrix type
theory, and thus to separate (in quant urn mechanics)

‘which describes
scattering.

quantum

scattering

from the dynamics

of the interactions

the kinematics
which explain

[H. P. Noyes, Foul?.dations of Pliysics, 6, 83 (1976 ).] But even this fairly
--
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minor and reasonably
from the press.
title “Fixed

conventional

attempt

to build on Tom’s work fell stillborn

Once when I presented a seminar on related material under the

Past, Uncertain

Future” a famous physicist warned me in a friendly

way “Boy, your future sure will be uncertain if you go on this way. ” Unfortunately
we have no work derivative from Tom’s quantum mechanical
Some of my recent work suggests that the “imaginary

insights in this issue.

momentum”

states Tom

found in the 2mc2 energy gap between the lowest free particle states of a fermion
and an anti-fermion

predicted

for a model of “confined”
particle Dirac equation

by the Dira.c equation

particles such as quarks.

might be the starting point
The investigation

I present in this issue might help lead in that direction.

Be that as it may, there is no doubt that twentieth

..

lived up to its initial promise of producing
.For
...-. example,
recent volume

of the free

a distinguished

century

physics has not

a coherent view of the physical universe.

physicist and historian of science (Schweber),

QED and tl~e fi~e?? llrl~o Alade Ii asserts unequivocally

“How to synthesize

the quantum

in his

that

theory with the theory of special relativity

was — and has remai?zed — the basic problem

confronting

‘elementary’

particle

theorists since 1925-27.”
..

The conventional

wisdom holds that the basic problem is lurking at the inter-

face between quantum mechanics and generai relativity, which is sometimes called
“qua~tum

But research along those lines usually assumes that there is

gravity”.

nothing wrong. with special relativity, and that problems set in only for space-time
intervals comparable

to the Planck length. The careful reader of the papers in this

issue which deal with special relativity — often inspired by Tom’s critical attention
to these problems
posed

— will find that the experimental

by the almost universally

means settled.

accepted

and conceptual

conundrums

analysis given by Einstein

are by no

It could be that the missing key is not under the glaring “lamp-

post” of high technology

particle physics and physical cosmology,

corners where more mundane

issues have been swept aside.

but in the murky

As Tom remarks in

the letter already cited, “I never was happy with E- and H-fields as mathematical
--
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vectors propagating
world.”

precociously

As I compose

straight out of our brains and into the physical

these lines, I am pondering

some beautiful results that Tom

is achieving and refining in his basement laboratory
the Grassman-Lorentz

to see whether the Ampere or

force law correctly describes the motion of movable elements

in closed electric circuits.

Good luck, Tom!

It has been a great pleasure for me to have had the opportunity
issue of Physics

Essays and to contribute

in this modest

to edit this

way to honoring

one of

the most remarkable physicists of our times.
Pierre Noyes
Stanford Linear Accelerator

Center

March, 1995

--

VITA (T. E. Phipps, Jr.)
Dr. Phipps was born in Champaign, Illinois on January 26, 1925, the son of an
experimental physical chemist employed at the Noyes Laboratory of the University of
Illinois. h 1930-31 his father received a Guggefieim fellowship for study in the Hamburg laboratory of Otto Stern and his parents took him with them to Germany. The fmily returned to Urban% Illinois, where he attended the Led grade school and the University High School. He obtained a National Scholarship from Harvard, where he earned AB
(1945), MS (1948), and PhD (1951) degrees.

.-

..

k 1945-46, having been disqualified for military service by poor eyesight, he
joined the wartime Operations Research Group of the Navy Department in Washington,
D. C., then under the direction of Professor P.M. Morse of MIT and located in WWI temporary buildings on Constitution Avenue. There he worked under the supewision of Professor B. O. Koopman of Columbia Universi@, mainly in probability analysis of radar
applications to anti-submarine warfme. On completing graduate studies and doctoral
thesis experimental work on molecular beam magnetic resonance of hydrogen isotopes at
Harvard, under the direction of Professor Norman Ramsey, he returned in late 1950 to
operations research (nowadays called systems analysis) for the same MIT-sponsored
Navy organi=tion, renamed in its post-war version Operations Evaluation Group (OEG).
It was directed by Professor J. J. Steinhardt and located in the newly-constructed Pentagon. b 1955-56 he was granted a year of academic leave to study elementary particle
physics at MIT under the sponsorship of Professor Morse. On his return to Washington
(1956) he was assigned to the Naval Warfwe Analysis Group in the Ofice of the Chief of
Naval Operations, an offshoot of OEG. During his employment by these Pentagon organintions he carried out a number of field assignments with United States naval forces
in Pearl Harbor, Japan (during the Korean war), and the Mediterranean, and also wrote
about 40 classified studies and memoranda,

- in 1960 he changed to Civil Service employment and joined the U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station in the Mojave desert (China Lake, California) as a research consultant
to the Technical Director, Dr. W. B. McLean. Here he had leisure to write an anti-AirForce book, E?hics ofPower, for which he was unsuccessful in finding a publisher. h
1962 he was appointed Associate Tecticd
Director for Research and Head, Research
Department. Finding that he lacked talent for administration, he returned in 1964-66 to
the Pentagon, where he joined the Office of the Director, Defense Research and Engineering as Assistant Depu~ Director, Research, under Dr. C. W. Sherwin. These, too, were
comparatively unproductive years, in that the work involved bureaucratic supervising of
orgtitions
such as ONR, AFOSR, etc., that had no felt need for supervision. He was
tirefore pleased to conclude his gtil
employment, during 1966-80, in the more research-oriented atmosphere of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland (as
it was then, under the directorship of Dr. G. R. Hartmann), where he served for the most
part as Scientific Advisor to Dr. C. M. Schoman, Head, Advanced Planning and Analysis

I

.
Staff. This afforded a few unstructured opportunities for small-scale physics experimentation.
Upon retirement at mtimum age 55 from Civil Service, he returned to Urbana,
Illinois and set up a small physics laboratory in his father’s basement, where they conducted joint experiments mtil his father’s deati in 1990. These experiments are deVerifies, a self-published book he produced in 1987.
scribed in Chapter 7 of Heretical
Dr. Phipps has been married ~ice, first to Mabel Lee Maier Borden and, following her death, to Frances Motz Boldyreff. He has no children. His professional memberships include Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, and, at various times, the Operations Research
Society of herica
and the berican
Physical Society.

. ...-.
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